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Companies & MarketsPrivate equity money finding sweet deals in mid-market



SingaporeSingapore financial institutions consistent with global trends for gender balance: report



Opinion & FeaturesHOCK LOCK SIEW
To ease AGM crunch, SGX RegCo should push listcos to hold meetings early, and on weekends



Economy & PolicyIn an era of great power politics, countries must cooperate to protect multilateralism: DPM Wong



GaragePost-rebranding, Granite Asia’s veteran partners dig in for the long haul



PropertyWee Hur looks beyond construction and real estate to drive future growth



[image: Buildings inside the Bank of Thailand complex in Bangkok, Thailand, on Friday, March 29, 2024. Thailand’s Prime Minister Srettha Thavisin urged the central bank again to cut interest rate, citing the “fragile” state of the economy and a string of negative inflation readings in recent months. Photographer: Andre Malerba/Bloomberg] 


ASEAN BusinessThai central bank holds rate, deepening rift with government



[image: Alipay, 支付宝, Freeshippo, 盒马   CMG20230926-DarwisOA 陈渊庄/ 陈芷馨/ OA trip : 2023 Asian Games] 


Global EnterpriseChina’s mammoth effort to get foreigners to spend, spend, spend



PropertyCDL markets unsold units at The Residences at W Sentosa at 40% less than 2010 launch price



PodcastsMarket Focus Daily: Tuesday, April 9, 2024 (Ep 39)
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Banking & FinanceUBS faces tougher rules in Swiss response to Credit Suisse rescue





Energy & CommoditiesOil settles higher after Israeli strike overshadows ceasefire talks





Capital Markets & CurrenciesUS: Stocks retreat after hot inflation report





Capital Markets & CurrenciesEurope: Shares rebound from one-month low; ECB rate verdict up next





Banking & FinanceMcKinsey begins hundreds of job cuts with client demand muted: sources





InternationalSouth Korea opposition set for big win in legislative election in blow to Yoon





Transport & LogisticsUS investigators interview ship personnel in Maryland bridge collapse
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You can now personalise your BT experience with keywords.
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Financial Results


[image: FILE PHOTO: Empoyees of chocolate and cocoa product maker Barry Callebaut prepare chocolates after the company's annual news conference in Zurich, Switzerland November 7, 2018. REUTERS/Arnd Wiegmann/File Photo] 


Barry Callebaut jumps as volumes hold up despite cocoa price surge



TSMC’s sales surge most since 2022 after riding AI chip boom



Wall Street sees earnings propelling defiant stock rally onward







Inflation


[image: FILE PHOTO: The signs in a storefront window read "Going Out of Business" in Charleston, South Carolina, U.S., March 7, 2024. REUTERS/Brian Snyder/FILE PHOTO] 


US small-business sentiment slides to lowest level in more than 11 years


US inflation expectations stabilise, but debt concerns pick up


RBA’s guarded policy stance highlights sticky inflation worries







Cryptocurrencies


[image: FILE PHOTO: A smartphone with displayed Binance logo and representation of cryptocurrencies are placed on a keyboard in this illustration taken, June 8, 2023. REUTERS/Dado Ruvic/Illustration/File Photo] 


Crypto trading concentration a ‘considerable concern’, EU watchdog says


NEWS ANALYSIS
Economists sound the alarm on valuations as stock market approaches bursting point


Bitcoin seen below US$20,000 in consumer survey by Deutsche Bank







Covid-19


[image: Crowd of people wearing face masks walking along Orchard Road, 27 December 2021. covid-19] 


Covid-19 lowered life expectancy by 1.6 years worldwide: study



Travel refund-related complaints in Singapore spiked last year amid pandemic, says Case



COMMENTARY
To stay fighting fit in the ring, Singapore gyms need new workout regimes








Interest Rates


[image: FILE PHOTO: The Federal Reserve building stands in Washington April 3, 2012. REUTERS/Joshua Roberts/File Photo] 


Fed seen waiting until September to cut rates


Thai central bank holds rate, deepening rift with government


BOJ's Ueda signals scope to reduce monetary stimulus







Electric Vehicles


[image: IndiaÕs Prime Minister Narendra Modi shakes hand with Tesla chief executive Elon Musk during their meeting in New York City, New York, U.S., June 20, 2023. India's Press Information Bureau/Handout via REUTERS THIS IMAGE HAS BEEN SUPPLIED BY A THIRD PARTY. NO RESALES. NO ARCHIVES.] 


Tesla’s Musk to meet Modi in India and announce investment plans: sources


What happens when a German car factory goes all electric


China has been closing idled auto output capacity, industry body says







Canada


[image: Jefferies headquarters in New York. Photographer: Jeenah Moon/Bloomberg] 


Jefferies, Japan’s Sumitomo Mitsui expand alliance to Canada


Canada’s housing crisis will persist on tradespeople shortage, CBRE says


Trudeau offers billions to boost homebuilding, with strings attached







Climate Change


[image: FILE PHOTO: Smoke from a chimney is silhouetted against the rising sun in the northern city of Harbin, Heilongjiang province, January 6, 2014.  REUTERS/Kim Kyung-Hoon/File Photo] 


What if global emissions went down instead of up?


In landmark climate ruling, European court faults Switzerland


Yellen junks 200 years of economics to block China clean tech







Currencies


[image: This photo illustration taken on April 10, 2024 shows Japanese yen coins and 10,000 yen notes (65 USD) on display in Tokyo. (Photo by Richard A. Brooks / AFP)] 


US dollar soars to highest versus yen since mid-1990 after inflation data


US dollar struggles for direction ahead of data despite rise in yields


Greenback pauses ahead of US inflation data, yen nears 1990 lows







Semiconductors


[image: FILE PHOTO: A logo of Taiwanse chip giant TSMC can be seen in Tainan, Taiwan December 29, 2022.REUTERS/Ann Wang/File Photo] 


TSMC’s sales surge most since 2022 after riding AI chip boom



TSMC wins US$6.6 billion US subsidy for Arizona chip production



US to award Samsung up to US$6.6 billion chip subsidy for Texas expansion: sources







Housing


[image: FILE PHOTO: Single-family residential homes are shown under construction in Menifee, California, U.S., March 28, 2024. REUTERS/Mike Blake/File Photo] 


US weighs ban on charging homebuyers for lender title insurance: sources


A different kind of property crash hits Dublin as Big Tech cuts space


Swedish home prices extend gains as market shows signs of thaw







M&A


[image: FILE PHOTO: Australian Treasurer Jim Chalmers poses for a photograph as he arrives to attend a G20 finance ministers' and Central Bank governors' meeting at Gandhinagar, India, July 18, 2023. REUTERS/Amit Dave/File Photo] 


Australia sets mandatory notification rule in M&A shakeup


L’Occitane owner plans second try to take company private, sources say



Centurion unit sets up JV company to lease, refurbish Hong Kong property
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China’s ICBC plans US$5.5 billion sale of loss-absorbing bonds


HSBC helps funds navigate India’s bond market as inclusion nears


Apac investment banking fees tumble in Q1: London Stock Exchange
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COMPANY OF GOOD
What is corporate purpose?


BRUNCH
Jurong Island: In search of a new miracle



Keppel achieves first close for sustainable urban renewal fund 







Oil Prices
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Oil settles higher after Israeli strike overshadows ceasefire talks


Oil prices settle lower again, eyes on talks for Gaza ceasefire


Oil falls on renewed push for Middle East ceasefire







US Federal Reserve


[image: FILE PHOTO: The Federal Reserve building stands in Washington April 3, 2012. REUTERS/Joshua Roberts/File Photo] 


Fed seen waiting until September to cut rates


Rising Federal Reserve chatter is not making life in markets easy


Rate cuts on the cards for South-east Asia once US Fed starts easing cycle







Opec


[image: Signage above the Saudi Aramco booth on day two of the Abu Dhabi International Petroleum Exhibition and Conference (ADIPEC) in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates, on Tuesday, Oct. 3, 2023. The annual strategic energy conference runs from Oct 2-5. Photographer: Christopher Pike/Bloomberg] 


Saudi Arabia hikes key oil prices further as market tightens


Opec+ ministers keep oil output policy steady



US cancels latest oil reserve refill plan amid high prices







Russia


[image: [The Lake Point Executive Apartments and Executive Service Apartment boast of prime location in Bangkok's central business district. ]] 


Chinese, Russians push Thai condo sales to above pre-Covid level



Banking bottleneck causing six-month delays for Russia-China payments: sources


Russian revisionism and the sources of Western weakness







Metals


[image: Gold bars sit stacked in this arranged photograph at Solar Capital Gold Zrt. in Budapest, Hungary, on Thursday, March 10, 2016. Gold advanced to the highest level in a year after the European Central Bank indicated it wouldnÕt cut interest rates further, boosting the euro and making dollar-denominated bullion less expensive for investors. Photographer: Akos Stiller/Bloomberg] 


Gold prices edge higher as markets await Fed minutes, CPI data


Gold climbs to new record before pivotal US inflation print



Gold takes breather after record run ahead of US jobs data







Yen


[image: This photo illustration taken on April 10, 2024 shows Japanese yen coins and 10,000 yen notes (65 USD) on display in Tokyo. (Photo by Richard A. Brooks / AFP)] 


US dollar soars to highest versus yen since mid-1990 after inflation data


Japan’s former forex chief says intervention an option for overly weak yen


US dollar struggles for direction ahead of data despite rise in yields







Malaysia


[image: A photo taken on April 3, 2024 shows the logo of US online social media and social networking service Facebook on a smartphone screen in Frankfurt am Main, western Germany. (Photo by Kirill KUDRYAVTSEV / AFP)] 


Malaysia orders Meta, TikTok to forge plans on harmful content


Malaysian tycoon Vincent Tan is considering a Berjaya Food buyout


Malaysian PM Anwar’s anti-graft crusade: seven down, more to go? 







7-eleven


[image: FILE PHOTO: Shoppers wait at the checkout lines at an Ito-Yokado shopping centre in Tokyo April 1, 2014. REUTERS/Toru Hanai/File Photo] 


Seven & i to list supermarket unit Ito-Yokado, Kyodo reports


7-Eleven is testing a bigger convenience store with more stuff on shelves


Japan’s Seven & i expands 7-Eleven empire with purchase of Australian franchise
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Banking & FinanceUBS faces tougher rules in Swiss response to Credit Suisse rescue





Energy & CommoditiesOil settles higher after Israeli strike overshadows ceasefire talks





Capital Markets & CurrenciesUS: Stocks retreat after hot inflation report





Capital Markets & CurrenciesEurope: Shares rebound from one-month low; ECB rate verdict up next





Capital Markets & CurrenciesUS: Wall Street drops over 1% after hot consumer prices data





Transport & LogisticsToyota puts US$300 million into VC funds for climate, science startups






SEE MORE
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Opinion & FeaturesTHE BOTTOM LINE
Green vs growth: Can Singapore’s maritime sector decarbonise without losing pace?
[image: Sam Chua and Jo Friedmann]
Sam Chua and Jo Friedmann







Opinion & FeaturesWhy carbon management matters to businesses
[image: Geoffrey Yeo and Tok Xinying]
Geoffrey Yeo and Tok Xinying







Opinion & FeaturesWhat if global emissions went down instead of up?
[image: Pilita Clark]
Pilita Clark
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[image: Malaysian PM Anwar has deepened his anti-graft sweep to walk the talk on reforms, although critics say the moves appear selective] 


Malaysian PM Anwar’s anti-graft crusade: seven down, more to go? 



GLOBAL ENTERPRISE[image: GLOBAL ENTERPRISE]



[image: People walk on a pedestrian street in the Huangpu district, in Shanghai on March 30, 2024. (Photo by Hector RETAMAL / AFP)] 


China tells mid- to high-end hotels to accept foreign bank cards
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[image: pham ngu lao, vietnam, bike] 


Cloud-based startup CNV secures US$1 million seed funding from Wavemaker Partners
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[image: Husband-and-wife-duo Stanley Seow and Andryl Foo, co founders, F&B Group Eleven Seventeen Capital] 


Striking while the flat iron’s hot
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[image: Market updates for Tuesday.] 


Market Focus Daily: Tuesday, April 9, 2024 (Ep 39)
Japan’s central bank hints at another interest rate hike this year; TSMC shares rise after it’s awarded billions to expand in the...



Market Focus Daily: Monday, April 8, 2024 (Ep 38)





SPONSORED
BT Future of Finance: Making a difference with impact investing (Ep 10)





BT Mark to Market: Reits are under pressure. Is it time to invest? (Ep 42)





Market Focus Daily: Friday, April 5, 2024 (Ep 37)
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[image: Breakfast Brief]MON-SAT, 7.20 AM
Breakfast Brief
All the latest news you need to know to start your day, right in your inbox.
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[image: Daily Debrief]MON-SAT, 7.20 PM
Daily Debrief
A round-up of all the important things that happened today.
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[image: Asean Business]FRIDAY, 8.30 AM
Asean Business
Business insights centering on South-east Asia's fast-growing economies.
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[image: Garage]MONDAY, 3.30 PM
Garage
The hottest news on all things startup and tech to kickstart your week.
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LifestyleNo alcohol for Gen-Z drinkers



[image: 二手货市场、旧货市场。福祥私人有限公司（Hock Siong & Co.）售卖的产品全都是从本地酒店、住家回收并翻新的二手家具。] 


LifestyleDESIGN
Best places in Singapore to find vintage furniture
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LifestyleDINING OUT
Singaporean chefs make low-key fine-dining debut at Inicio
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BT LuxeTRAVEL
Heritage in a bottle
A visit to South Korean artisanal sauce maker Kisoondo is a step back in time
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BT LuxeBT LUXE
Desmond Tan: Heartland boy turned heart-throb
The actor and soon-to-be father shares his thoughts on growing up in Singapore, his love of local culture, and his hopes for...
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BT LuxeBT LUXE 
Kara Arissa Tan: Preserving a food legacy
The young CEO brings reverence and innovation to the traditional bird’s nest industry





[image: hyluxekevin4 - Kevin Poon, multifaceted entrepreneur.  Credit : PHOTO: KEVIN POON Conditions for usage: Free with mandatory credit put in BT EL] 


BT LuxeBT LUXE
Kevin Poon: Multifaceted maestro
From art and fashion to music and food, the lifestyle entrepreneur has a finger in many pies
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BT LuxeTRAVEL
andBeyond in Bhutan: Fusing luxury and sustainability 
Its newest lodge places guests in lavish tented suites on the banks of a famous river
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BT LuxeFOOD & DRINK
The heart and Seoul of Korean dining
From pork barbecue to fermentation cooking, there’s never a dull meal in this capital city
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SUPPORT SOUTH-EAST ASIA'S LEADING FINANCIAL DAILY
Get the latest coverage and full access to all BT premium content.
SUBSCRIBE NOWBrowse corporate subscription here
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